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Did you know that ? 

Navarino Singapore open for business 

Next month Navarino is re-
leasing its Newsletter in a new 
format.  
 
In future we are going to be 
bringing you  more articles 
that concentrate on case stud-
ies of various customers, and 
how they are implementing 
their satellite communica-
tions. 
 
We welcome any customer 
which would like to be in-
cluded in this case study 
scheme and look forward to 
showing you the new News-
leter next quarter! 
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Navarino is delighted to announce the 
opening of an office in Singapore. This 
office will be able to offer the full range of 
our products and services, and also pro-
vide support to our customers in the re-
gion. What’s more, live Infinity demon-
strations can be arranged at the office, as 
well as coordination for Infinity installa-
tions on board ships in the area. 

Mr. Lalit Potnis the Navarino Singapore 
Solutions Engineer, said: ‘I am very 
pleased to be able to offer such a com-
plete portfolio of services to the Asian 
marketplace. In conjunction with our head 
office in Piraeus  we are looking forward 
to continuing and expanding our strong 
presence in Singapore. This office will al-

low us to further improve and enhance 
the services our regional customers are 
already enjoying from Navarino, by offer-
ing local and timely assistance. We have 
already arranged a number of successful 
Infinity demonstrations in this office, and 
welcome interest from all local shipping 
companies who would like an Infinity pres-
entation, or to discuss any aspect of their 
satellite communications.’ 

The Navarino Singapore contact details 
are as follows: 
Navarino Pte Ltd   
#38-05 OCBC Centre, 
65 Chulia St.,Singapore,  049513 
Tel: +65-66920105, Fax: +65-65365039 
Contact: info@navarino.sg 

Celestial Communications launches in Germany 
Navarino and One Net have launched a 
new joint venture called Celestial Commu-
nications, to be based in Hamburg. The 
new company has been established to 
target the German market, and was offi-
cially launched at the SMM exhibition in 
September. 

Celestial will leverage its parent compa-
nies' existing sales network which is al-
ready providing airtime and value added 
solutions to 4,000 vessels across other 
markets in Scandinavia, East Asia, the Mid-
dle East, and elsewhere in Europe. The 
new venture will also be a certified dis-
tributor of both the Infinity and Zwana 
communications management solutions, 
offered by Navarino and One Net respec-
tively.  

“The two unique solutions that we are 
offering take Celestial over and above a 
traditional product portfolio, and this 

greatly enhances Celestial’s potential in 
the German market,” said new Celestial 
managing director, Achim Tober. “We 
believe success lies ahead in our strong 
added value solutions, together with a 
well trained IT sales engineering team. In 
this regard, Celestial already has an espe-
cially solid foundation upon which to 
build its German business.” 
The Celestial offices are contactable as 
follows: 

Celestial Communications Ltd  
Sylvesterallee 2, D - 22525, Hamburg  
Contact: Mr. Achim Tober,  
Managing Director 
e-mail:  info@celestial-communications.de 

website: www.celestialcommunications.de 
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Inmarsat Fleet Broadband Plans Enhanced 
From the 1st of November 2012, Inmarsat is enhancing its Fleet Broadband Packages to offer even more value to its customers. 

The GB plans are effectively increasing the amount of data available, while the price for the packages remains unchanged, re-

sulting in incredible value for money. In this article we look at what the changes are and how they offer your vessels more 

bandwidth for no more cost. 

a) Changes to the 1, 3 and 5GB plans 

The 1GB plan and the 3GB plan are doubling their usage allowance, and becoming 2GB and 6GB plans respectively, with no 

change in their monthly fee. No action is needed from our customers for these enhancements to take effect, they have been 

designed to ensure that customers can reap their benefits without having to make any changes to their FBB plans. The 5GB 

plan is going to be closed for new activations as of 1st January 2013. However, customers on this soon to be discontinued 5GB 

plan (or those who sign up to it before 1st January) will be able to continue on the 5GB plan without interruption until their 

5GB contract expires. 

b) Changes to the 10GB plan (Very Large Allowance plan)  

As of 1st November, the 10GB VLA plan is being condensed into a single new plan called the unlimited data ’All You Can Eat’ 

(AYCE) plan. For a fixed monthly fee of around 2,700 USD, your vessels will enjoy unlimited usage, with global coverage, 

through the ultra reliable Fleet Broadband platform. Like the 10GB plan, the ‘AYCE’ plan will be available only to FBB 500 ter-

minals. Again, existing VLA customers do not need to take any action for these changes to take effect. This new plans usage is 

governed by a fair use policy, which your Navarino account manager can make available to you. 

c) Changes to the 500MB plans 

The 500MB plan will be closed for new activations from 1st January 2013. Existing customers of the 500MB plan can continue 

on the 500MB plan without interruption until the 500MB plan expires. 

As always, your Navarino account manager can bring you all the information on these FBB plan changes and how they will af-

fect your fleet. We can provide you with a detailed breakdown of your vessels current plans and how they will be affected af-

ter the 1st November following the above enhancements. 

The table on the next page summarises all the Inmarsat FBB plans that will be available from 1st November 2012. We recom-

mend that you take a look and let us know if further  clarification is required. 

Navarino account managers can be reached on:  

+30 210 4111 311 or sales@navarino.gr 
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Imtech Marine becomes an Infinity Partner 
 Navarino is delighted to announce a partnership with Imtech 
Marine (formerly Radio Holland) with regards to the Infinity 
solution. Under the partnership, Imtech Marine will become a 
global reseller of Infinity, through its affiliate companies. Im-
tech offices that will be able to offer Infinity include –  
 

         Imtech Marine Netherlands       

         Imtech Marine Germany 

         Imtech Marine Belgium 

         Imtech Marine China 

         Imtech Marine Singapore 

         Imtech Marine USA                         
  

Besides selling Infinity, 
each of these offices 
will be able to provide 
training, support and 

commercial information on all aspects of Infinity to local mar-
kets. Speaking of the partnership, Panos Tsikopoulos, 
Navarino's Commercial Director said ‘We are of course very 
pleased to be able to offer Infinity in conjunction with Imtech 
Marine. Infinity is one of the most successful solutions in the 
marketplace and we are careful only to work with quality 
resellers whom we are confident have both the technical ex-
pertise and commercial strength to fully support and promote 
every aspect of Infinity and its features. Given these criteria, 
Imtech Marine, as one of the world’s most prestigious leading 
maritime companies, operating as a full-service provider and 
system integrator of tailor made, innovative and sustainable 
technology solutions covering the whole ship, is precisely the 
sort of company we enjoy working with. They are well placed 
to meet the quality standards we insist upon and their global 
reach means customers around the world will be able to ex-
perience Infinity. I look forward to a most successful working 
relationship with them.’ 

Mr. Ger Schets, Imtech’s Technical Service Manager of Con-
nectivity said ‘Imtech Marine is very happy to partner 

Navarino 
telecom. We 
have been 
through a 
very exciting 
development 
period in 
which 
Navarino has 
proven that 
they can 
tailor the 
Infinity prod-
uct to our 
needs and most importantly to the needs of our customers. 
The technological features of Infinity offer great benefits. 
Infinity can provide the ship owner with detailed reports on 
usage and visualize savings on his airtime, while  providing 
the most economical  and effective business and crew com-
munications. 

Next to bandwidth management and firewall functionality it 
also contains an email relay server which can be integrated 
with the  ship owner’s existing email structure. Imtech has 
chosen this product for its ability to  support our Satellite 
Communication Equipment. 

Imtech operates three 24/7/365  Global Technical Assis-
tance Centres to support our customers. They are based in 
Singapore, Houston and Rotterdam (follow the sun princi-
ple). With Infinity the Satellite Communication equipment 
on-board can be maintained  through a back-up connection 
that enables our Global Technical Assistance Centre (GTAC) 
to help our customers even faster through direct access.’ 

Navarino and Celestial join forces at SMM Hamburg 
Navarinos’ Christian Vakarelis and Ma-
rina Angler attended the SMM show in 
Hamburg this September. They were 
there primarily to assist with welcom-
ing German ship management compa-
nies to the Celestial stand, where many 
IT managers took great interest in the 
live Infinity and Zwana demonstrations 

on offer. They were also able to enjoy a secondary role, rais-
ing a glass with several of Navarino’s Norwegian customers 
who were attending the event. ‘SMM provided us with an 
excellent opportunity to meet with some of our customers 
and industry peers in a relaxed environment, where we could 
discuss their satellite communication requirements over a 
glass of wine, and further refine the very close cooperation 
we are proud to enjoy with many European shipping compa-
nies,’ concluded Marina, who runs the Navarino Norway of-
fice in Oslo. 

Mr. Hugo Abrahamse of Imtech Marine and  
Mr. Christian Vakarelis of Navarino   

Customers discussing  Celestial services on the stand 



Infinity Version 1.6 is now live 

The latest update for Infinity is now live and brings a host of 
new features to Infinity users. As always, the updated version 
is free of charge, and is uploaded by our Infinity team, with no 
actions needed by our customers. The features in Infinity v1.6 
include: 

·VoIP ship-to-shipping company 

This service allows high quality calls to be made between of-
fice and vessel, using the dedicated Infinity VOIP channel. This 
makes the cost for intra vessel-office communications etreme-
ly cost effective, especially on the larger FBB plans where the 
cost is practically negligible. 

· VoIP with global termination 

This service allows users onboard vessels to use Voice over IP 
calling instead of the regular voice channel as provided by 
their satellite communications systems. The main benefit is 
that VoIP consumes bandwidth from the monthly allowance/
bundle of the vessel, avoiding out-of-bundle   Voice charges.  

· Automatic Failover and Load balancing 

When more than one system exists on-board (e.g. two FB 
units or one FB and one VSAT unit), Infinity automatically bal-
ances the load between the two networks/devices for opti-
mum web browsing performance and in case either one of 
the systems fails for whatever reason, Infinity automatically 
swaps the connection to the next available system in opera-
tion to maintain connectivity. 

· Improved remote monitoring and control 

Firewall log: Administrators can view in real time all at-
tempted sessions which are blocked 
Hot Spot: All connected users/devices in the crew LAN can  be 
retrieved remotely and the administrator can white-list or 
block any of them. Also all connected users can be discon-
nected if needed at any time. 
Virtual machines: All registered virtual machines with Infinity 
Plus can be managed (start/ stop/ pause and resume) re-
motely from the hub. 
Mail queue: All suspended e-mails can be retrieved and re-
leased. 
VPN: All the VPN tunnels between ship and hub can be viewed 

·  File Type filtering for e‐mail and web. 

All well known file types can be blocked either during web 
surfing or exchange of e-mails. The IT administrator can have 
full control via the Infinity web portal. 

· E‐mail smart filters 

Using this new smart filter mechanism it is possible to define 
any filter rule, by combining e-mail attributes like priority, 
size, recipients and system properties like current provider, 
time periods etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

· Query enhancements 

Infinity’s "what you see is what you can query" mechanism has 
been further developed and now allows users to retrieve and 
execute results from queries. Users can define and build que-
ries to be executed at specific intervals such as daily or at the 
end of the month (or in any other interval) and the results can 
be sent by e-mail to specific recipients in csv format. 

· High quality images at lower price 

All compressed images downloaded whilst web surfing can 
now be uncompressed to their original size, while charging the 
user only for the compressed version. Thereby, the user surf-
ing experience is improved whilst cost is kept at a minimum. 

· Permanent User Enhancements 

Purchasing limits can be assigned per user group. Different 
policies can be applied for any sub-category of the crew (e.g. 
one group can consist of the captain and Chief Engineer, an-
other group can consist of the other officers and another 
group can consist of the rest of the crew). A "no purchase pe-
riod" can be defined during the month allowing the shipping 
company to settle all pending transactions made on board 
(typically 1-2 days at the end of every month). 

· Audit Trail 

With Infinity, there are different levels of authentication, 
which allow different operation and access to the vessel. All 
changes applied to the system are logged for security pur-
poses. 

· Permanent User Self Registration (optional, upon customer 
request) 

The crew onboard can apply online for a permanent Infinity 
account. 

All existing Infinity units will be remotely upgraded by the 
Navarino Infinity team within the months following the v.1.6 
release. 

The new Infinity website is now live. Visit it to find out in depth information 
about each feature of Infinity, read case studies from customers that are using 
on their ships and download a presentation on the product. 
 
Please visit:  http://www.infinitysolution.gr  

New Infinity website 


